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Vision
Mission
Inspiring facilitating & creating remarkability

Customer experience innovation and problem solving through
Workshops, facilitation, training, coaching, consulting, custom
solutions and customer value propositions design & development...

Values
Professionalism, reliability, innovation, collaboration, flexibility,
creativity, quality, relationship Networks, active thinking and fun...

“I formed this company because I want to help professionals become more successful at attracting and retaining
customers, becoming more creative, innovative, collaborative, customer centric and able to solve problems better.
To be Preferred and Recommended should be the number one goal for any customer centric organization or

professional and in this issue of CEXI business I explore the different areas that are critical to address if you
want to be preferred and recommended. Enjoy it and please feel free to contact me.

Take @ New

Perspective
Why are customers leaving you? Why are you not
making sales? Is there a reason for the number of
account closures this month? Do you know why your
store is almost empty on the busiest day of the week?
Why are people ranting and raving about your
competitors, when seemingly, you offer the same thing
- are you just not getting why this is all happening?

For years now there have been books written and
published on the subjects of customer service,
customer
experience,
customer
relationship
management and innovation practice. All these books
stress the importance of being top of mind and heart
with customers. Yet there are still so many out there
that ignore the fundamentals.

In today’s day and age, customers are looking for
something different. They are looking for more than just
a fancy product or a synthetic smile. Customers are
looking for genuine value. Value that they can trust in to
be consistent in quality. Customers want to feel that
you, the business, are trustworthy and that you care
about them personally as individuals and not just as
your next paycheck, holiday or rent. As a business, you
need to convince customers of:

Businesses should aim to become preferred and
recommended as a measure of success. To be ‘the
cheaper one’ is not a sustainable strategy and will only
work in certain industries for a while until somebody
becomes cheaper than you. To be ‘the only one’ is a
bold approach and requires you to really stand out in
your product or service in terms of uniqueness. To be
‘preferred and recommended’ is the strategy that
requires you to drive high quality, consistency,
efficiency and customer relationships. It is the strategy
that will lead to success because it clearly highlights
which areas trigger the desired response from
customers to continue to hold your business in high
esteem and as a result to tell others of your glory and
recommend more business to you. To be preferred and
recommended should be the goal of any business
looking for success.

The quality of your product or service
The reliability & trustworthiness of your business
Your ability to be fast, efficient and effective
Your ability to follow through on promises
Your ability to be flexible with your offering
Your ability to continuously provide new offerings
Your ability to be relevant, caring and top of mind
Your ability to be easy enough to find
Your ability to make them want to join you
Your ability to keep relationships alive
Your ability to be knowledgeable and professional
You may think that these factors are not so necessary
and that if you just try harder while ignoring these basic
criteria your business will flourish. Unfortunately, this
will not happen. Customers today have far too many
choices at hand to have to choose you. The only reason
a customer will choose or try you is that you are either
‘the only one’, ‘the cheaper one’ or ‘the preferred and
recommended one’. Which one do you want to be? The
real challenge for business is to find the balance
between operating the business in an efficient and
effective manner and being so relevant and remarkable
in the eyes of customers
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Quality
The Oxford English Dictionary describes quality as the
degree or level of excellence in high quality as well as
general excellence. What does quality mean to your
business? In order to achieve high quality, you have to
understand what customers expect from your product or
service. When we say something is of high quality, what
we mean is that the product or service rates highly when
meeting or exceeding our expectations. All businesses
should aim to deliver high quality products or services.
However, because not many businesses are customer
centric they do not understand what expectations needs
or wants their would-be customers have of them.
In order for a business to have high quality, it needs to
define the standards of quality across its entire customer
experience. So how do you know if you have a high
quality product or service? Are you just guessing? Are
you asking your customers? Have you defined your
standards? Do you know how you rate comparatively to
other businesses in your industry? Do you care? The
problem is that businesses have not defined the
standards of quality across their entire customer
experience. The typical scenario is that businesses only
define the quality standards of their customer experience
at certain levels of the customer experience but not all.
In large organisations, the standards of service delivery
are defined across business units that do not
communicate with one another effectively or at all. The
result is an inconsistent definition of quality in the
business that the customer subsequently experiences.
This is probably not the intention but it happens all the
time. Small businesses, have better communication and
may not experience inconsistency but typically only
define their quality in one or more areas but rarely in the
total customer experience. The message is simple; you
need to define your quality in all the areas of your
customer experience. You then need to ensure that the
quality you provide is a higher standard than competing
businesses. You need to measure the satisfaction and
loyalty of your customers to determine how well you are
doing on a continuous basis. Finally, you need to strive
to improve your value proposition, through innovation, in
order to continue to remain preferred and
recommended.
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“For a business to have high quality, it

needs to define the standards of quality at
every step of its customer experience”

QUALITY CHECKLIST
How does my product, service, and
entire customer experience rate in
comparison to other businesses I
compete with?
How can I improve the quality of my
total customer experience?
Where do I need to improve the quality
of my total customer experience?
What do I need to start doing, stop
doing and keep doing to attain and
retain high quality and durabilty?
What do customers say about the
quality and durabilty of my product,
service and customer experience?
If my business was perfect what kind of
quality, would I be providing?
What do customers expect from my
product or service in terms of quality?
Who are the businesses I compete with?
(Make a list of at least 10)
How do I measure the quality of my
product or service on a continuous
basis?
How can I go about continuously
improving my product or service?
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& Reliability

Trustworthiness

“To earn the customer’s trust you need to

instil in them a sense that you are honest

and that you care about them as individuals”

TRUST & RELIABILITY CHECKLIST
Do I promise to call back and then
forget to do it?
Do my customers often complain of
broken promises?
Do I make customers wait too long over
the phone or at the call centre?
Are my staff rude to customers over the
phone, e-mail or at the store counter?
Does my product or service have a
guarantee, warrenty, money back or
exchange policy to show that I am
confident
in
their
satisfaction
&
delight?
Does my product or service have a
quality stamp of approval?
What are all the areas in my customer
experience that should be examined to
improve trustworthiness and reliability?
How can I check how customers feel
about my business on a regular basis?
Do I tell customers one thing and
deliver another?
Is my business consistently trustworthy
throughout the customer experience?
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Do you consider your business to be trustworthy? Do you
consider yourself reliable? Do you know what these two
terms mean and what you should do about them? The
answer is that most businesses do not know what it
means to be either of these. The Oxford English
Dictionary describes trust as the firm belief in the
reliability, truth, or strength of a person or thing as well as
confident expectation. Does your business encourage
confidence?
Do customers feel safe, secure and
confident in your business? Trust is the fundamental
basis for a successful relationship whether it be business
or personal. The activities which your business conduct
and the way you treat customers will determine whether
customers come back to you or not.
From a customer experience point of view in order to
earn customers trust you need to consider all the factors
that will determine whether customers will trust you or
not. This requires you to identify all the moments of
contact with customers and design the customer
interaction in such a way that it instils trust. Reliability is
a synonym for trust. The Oxford English Dictionary
describes reliability as been able to be relied on,
consistently good in quality or performance. To instil that
kind of confidence in your business is a science as well
as an art. The science comes from rigorously examining
and designing the customer interaction as you would like
it to occur. The art comes from the manner in which you
deal with customers emotionally as well as going beyond
the call of duty with their needs wants and expectations.
A great teacher once said that customers only care about
two things when it comes to business: how much you
care about them as well as how much you care about
your product or service.
To earn the customer’s trust you need to instil in them a
sense that you are honest and that you care about them
as individuals with their unique needs, wants and
expectations as well as give them the sense that you love
what you do and have confidence in your product or
service. To look at how to care for customers examine
the section on caring further in this journal.
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&
Knowledgeable
Professionalism
Credibility

Have you ever dealt with a business that was not
professional? What did that feel like? To me it always felt like
the person representing the business was not really interested
in my needs. The Oxford English Dictionary describes a
professional as someone who is highly skilled at a particular
role; the Flip Dictionary describes a professional as an expert,
master, and highly skilled and trained. The implication is that
the person is able to meet and even exceed your expectations.
To be preferred and recommended the people who represent
your business need to be professional not only in technical
terms but also in the manner in which they treat customers.
To be professional implies that you are knowledgeable about
all the aspects of your business. If customers have any
questions, regarding products, services, contact details, price,
features and benefits, your staff should be able to answer
them. Does your business overlook the way it portrays itself to
customers? A common mistake is that a business may be
providing a very high quality product but does not pay enough
attention to whether it is treating customers in a professional
and knowledgeable manner. As a result, customers form an
opinion of the business from the way they were treated by staff
members etc... Customers prefer and recommend based on
the total customer experience and not only on certain parts of
it, even though certain parts may be more relevant than others.
The message is simple, make sure that you treat customers in
a professional and courteous manner. Make sure that your
staff and call centre agents are knowledgeable, responsible,
reliable, and courteous.
Credibility is essential to be preferred and recommended. The
Oxford English Dictionary describes credibility as the quality of
being convincing and that which can be believed in. It is
always a good idea to be recognized as a professional through
accreditation. Accreditation means that you are officially
recognized, generally accepted or believed, certified as being
of a prescribed quality. If your business sells products your
credibility will be based on the perception of your brand, on the
brands of the products you provide and on your guarantee,
warranty and exchange policy. If your business sells services,
it is a good idea to display certifications of accreditation,
statements of quality assurance and referrals.
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“The people who represent your business
need to be professional not only in

technical terms but also in the manner in
which they treat customers”

Professionalism Checklist
Are my staff accredited and qualified for
the job they do?
Do my staff look and act professionally
at all times with customers? (Dress code
& behavior)
Do my business premises project a
professional image? (Clean & stylish)
Do all delivery channels provide the
same consistency in professionalism?
Do the people that work in the company
display pride in the work they do? (Brand
advocates)
Do the people in my business go out of
their way for customers? (Extra mile)
Do my staff have all the knowledge and
skills for their role? (Training)
Do I hire the right people for the job?
Do I train and communicate effectively
for the job? (Continuous learning)
Do my staff want to give outstanding
service? (Reward & Motivation)
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Location
Accessibility

Promotion

“Put yourself in your customer’s shoes
and see how easy it is to find your

business and navigate your business
premises, website and call centre”

Accessibility Checklist
How easy is it to find my business?
Is my business easy to find on
telephone
directories,
internet
websites and popular communities?
Is my business the preferred and
recommended product or service on
popular
search
websites
and
magazines?
Are my delivery channels easy to find
and navigate through?
Once entering my business premises or
website, how easy is it to find
products, services and information?
Does
my
advertising
and
brand
promotion send out the right message?
Is it easy to read my print ads
whether they are on a billboard or a
magazine?
Is my promotion compelling?
Does my promotion make an emotional
impact on customers?
Does my promotion really make people
want to go and purchase my value?
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Where your business and delivery channels are physically and
virtually located can make the difference between success and
failure. The Oxford English Dictionary describes accessibility
as being able to be reached or used. Have you ever put
yourself in your customers’ shoes and wondered, “Is it easy to
find my business and navigate through it”? It is true that there
are a number of retail businesses who get the principle of
accessibility and make finding products relatively easy to find
on their shelves. Many service businesses would benefit
greatly from looking at how successful retail companies design
and develop their customer experience.
The message in this section is this: put yourself in your
customer’s shoes and consider how easy it is to find your
business, navigate your business premises, website, call
centre IVR, shop premises etc... All these experiences would
either contribute to or retract from the overall impression that
customers will have of your business. Please do not make it a
complicated process to navigate your website. If your business
is located, farther than your competitors you have to make sure
that the products or services you provide are truly compelling,
remarkable, and valuable for people to want to visit you. Unless
you are preferred and recommended already, that is, through
brand promotion etc... You are just another name or number to
customers and there is no reason for them to want to come and
visit you. It is true, you should design your customer experience
to be remarkable, reliable and valuable but remember the
following lesson “people are lazy” not necessarily in all cases
but in many cases this is true, so whatever you do make sure
it’s easy to find your businesses and that you are close enough
to the action to get some action of your own.
Seth Godin says that “ideas that spread, win” I wholeheartedly
agree. In order to spread your ideas, products, and services
make sure that your promotions are remarkable and that they
stand out. Make sure that your message is bold, easy to read
and clear. Make sure that your value is clearly stated in your
promotions and clearly distinguished from that of your
competitors. Remember, there are tons of promotions out there
in every shape and form and you have to answer one question:
why will people look at and act upon YOUR promotion,
billboard, TV advert, website marketing and pamphlet?
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Efficiency

Effectiveness
Does your business take longer to do what can be done faster? Do
your processes take customers through snakes and ladders and
irritating treasure hunts? Simply put, do you make things more
complicated than they need to be (both for customers and for your
business)? The answer (unfortunately) is yes. Many businesses
have very long and complicated processes. As was stated earlier
in this journal, customers want you (the business) to make things
easier for them and not make them wait for no reason. Ironically,
how many businesses do just that?

“Because many businesses do not define

their total customer experience they do not
seem to understand how their long and

complicated procesess turn customers off”

The Oxford English Dictionary describes efficiency as the process
of producing results with little waste of effort. The Flip Dictionary
describes efficiency as being able, skilful, competent, productive,
economic, and expert. Do you waste your customers’ time and
effort? Can your forms and procedures take less time? Do your
systems take a long time to process requests? Are your
communications and promotions complicated and confusing? Do
the people who represent your business act professionally? Are
they skilled and trained to provide the customer experience that
you wish to provide? Because many businesses do not define their
total customer experience, they do not seem to understand how
their long and complicated procesess, procedures, and
interventions negatively influence their customer experience and Efficiency & Effectiveness Checklist
turn people off.
Do
you
make
customers
wait
unnecessarily in long queues?
The Flip Dictionary describes effectiveness as being able,
Do your call centres make it simpler
productive, competent, and capable. Can your business do what it
or
more
complicated
to
find
information?
is meant to do well (better than your competitors) such that
Do you generally waste customers
customers are compelled to return to you and tell all their friends to
time and do you know if you are doing
do so as well? Think about it. The whole point of this journal is to
it?
teach to start looking at your competitiveness comparatively. In
Do your staff get back to customers
promptly and quickly after promising
today’s world, there are many competing businesses in the same
to do so?
or similar industries. If your business continues to make it
Do your websites take an exceedingly
complicated and uncomfortable to do business with you,
long time to load information and
customers will simply look elsewhere for alternatives. So the
display the correct information?
Are your forms long, complicated and
message is simple: Make yourself a pleasure to do business with.
a frustration to complete?
Make ALL your interactions and transactions smooth and efficient.
Do your internal systems take a long
Make sure that you get back to customers quickly if you miss their
time to process requests and orders?
call. Make sure that you do not make customers wait unnecessarily
Do
your
staff
members
treat
customers in an effective manner?
at queues, call centres, website loading times, and delivery of your
Do your promotions clearly indicate
product and service. Be efficient and effective and you will see how
to customers the value and what
customers start (and continue) to prefer and recommend you.
needs to be done about it?
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Flexibility
Choice

“In todays over branded world with

literally hundreds of businesses competing
for head and heart space it is important to
make space for flexibility and choice”

Flexibility & Choice Checklist
Do you offer a variety of products and
services?
Do you offer to order products not
on the catalogue on behalf of your
customers?
Are you too strict when it comes to
exchanging items on the menu?
Are you flexible enough so that
customers (within reason) make your
kitchen their own?
Do you allow customers to choose
what they want to pay for if that
suits them?
Do you allow for customers to create
their own product, service and price
combinations?
Do your staff make customers feel
comfortable that they are welcome to
choose something else and create
their own combinations?
Are the choices you offer comparitivly
valuable to customers in relation to
your competitors?
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I am one of ‘those’ customers as my wife calls it. When I visit a
restaurant for example and I do not find the combination of
orders that I like I usually ask if I can change one element for
another. In almost every case I don’t even mind paying extra if
I just swop one thing for another especially if they do not fall into
the same price category. So what is wrong with this mentality?
Absolutely nothing (as far as I am concerned). I think that in
todays over branded world with literally hundreds (if not
thousands) of businesses, competing for head and heart space
it is important to make space for flexibility and choice. Believe
me, if you will not be flexible, customers will simply find an
alternative without a moment’s notice and leave you.
The Oxford English Dictionary describes Flexibility as being
able to bend easily without breaking, being adaptable, and able
to be changed to suit circumstances. This definition has never
been more relevant. If your business can not be flexible (within
reason of course) to your customers needs, situation, lifestyle,
religious & social affiliations, taste, preferences, location and
desires than don’t expect to become preferred and
recommended in this age of competitiveness. Many small to
medium businesses have to be flexible to remain competitive
because their competition is so overwhelming. The message
here is simple: design your customer experience to include
variations and options. If you are a restaurant, allow customers
to create their own combinations. If you are a bank, provide for
monthly once off bundle fees and allow customers to build their
own bundles. If you a service business offer a free delivery or
quotation. The more flexible you can be (as long as it still
makes business sense to you) the better.

The Oxford English Dictionary describes Choice as variety from
which to choose. Does your business offer variety? If not that
is ok assuming you are competing based on remarkability.
However if you are selling a variety of products/services, you
will need to answer the question of why should customers visit
you if they can get more variety of options at your competitors.
I see so many smaller businesses fail because they don’t seem
to understand that because they have less variety in their store
comparatively they are actually only able to compete in terms
of price, service (relationship) or uniqueness. Be very clear, on
what basis your business considers itself competitive.
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Caring
Fair

Genuine
Do you consider yourself a caring business? Do you know why
it is important to show fairness? What does it mean to be
genuine? The reason I focus on this section is because it is so
often overlooked by businesses. Yet it is one of the most
fundemental skills of a preferred and recommended business.
You can have the most high quality products and services and
the most intelligent people working for and with you. But, if you
give customers the impression that you simply do not care OR
that you are a fake, you will lose their trust and if they can help
it, they will not return to you.
Why do businesses stop caring (if they ever did before)?
Because they either become arrogant (due to having grown so
large) or stupid (due to not understanding what customers
really want and what turns people off). Businesses that are
large, franchised and multi-regional and national still can not
afford to not care for customers. Why? Because there are so
many businesses out there (in every shape and form) that can
literally overnight become the new sensation and customers
will simply leave you. This may not be such a threat to
organizations who have become monopolies. However, just
consider how the Internet is making national and international
business available at customers doorstep. What are the
implications for your business? Can you really afford to treat
customers superficially, unfairly and with disregard?
The Oxford English Dictionary describes caring as serious
attention and thought, caution to avoid damage or loss,
protection, feel concern or interest, feel affection or liking and
be cautious. I always like the analogy that CARE stands for
Customers Are the Reason we Exist. Always remember to treat
customers with care, understanding, fairness and always be
genuine. The Oxford English Dictionary describes genuine as
really what it is said to be, authentic or real. Be genuine with
customers and they will appreciate it because it is an indication
that you are treating their needs, wants and expectations as if
they are your own. The Oxford English Dictionary describes
fairness as reasonable treatment or behavior and satisfactory.
Pay attention to the way you treat customers. A classic
example of violating fairness is not attending to customers in an
orderly manner (first come first serve) or treating certain
customers with favoritism while mistreating others.
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“CARE stands for Customers Are the
Reason we Exist. Always remember to

treat customers with care, understanding,
fairness and always be genuine”

Caring Checklist
Are your staff members respectful?
Are your staff members professional
in the manner they treat customers?
Are your staff members genuine in the
manner they treat customers?
Do
your
staff
members
treat
customers with respect or disregard?
Do
your
staff
members
treat
customers in a fair manner?
Does your business operate on a first
come first serve basis?
Do you openly treat some customers
with more caring than others?
Does your training teach staff and
management
to
be
genuine
with
customers and address their needs,
wants and expectations as they would
of a family member or close friend?
Do you treat your staff members with
the same respect, dignity and fairness
as you would like them to show your
customers?
Does your mission encourage caring?
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Free Prize

Membership

“It is easy to attract and retain customers
all you need to do is increase the

pleasure and decrease the pain of
doing business with you”

Free Prize & Membership Checklist
Have you considered how you should
reward your customers?
Have you identified a cost effective
‘free gift’?
Have you wondered what would make
customers want to join you and
return to do business over and over?
Looking at your industry, what ideas
can you get for free gifts that would
appeal to your customers?
Look at your customer compliments
and complaints feedback and see
what ideas you can generate
Look
at
your
entire
customer
experience and consider what type of
prizes customers would love
When creating a membership make
sure it is not a complicated process
that would turn customers off
Create
alliances
with
other
businesses to enrich your membership
value and create business for both
your respective businesses
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All people want to be part of a winning team. All people want to
be rewarded. A famous business consultant once noted that it
is easy to understand customers, all you need to do is increase
the pleasure and decrease the pain of doing business with you.
The free gift and membership concept (and all related reward
initiatives) aim to do just that. Rewards (that is meaningful
rewards) will keep customers coming back to your business
again and again if your primary value is meeting and exceeding
their expectations.
Seth Godin wrote a book called Free Prize Inside. There
(among other things) he describes how companies can
become more remarkable by doing the extra bit and rewarding
customers with ‘the free prize’ which doesn’t even have to be
expensive at all. A few simple examples of free prizes include:
the small present included in select cereal box brands, free
parking for 1 hour vouchers, gift vouchers for having spend
over a certain amount of money and the free lollipop at the
dentist after the treatment. Though simple they may sound, the
free prize is a powerful concept that will definitely put you in a
top of mind space with customers. So how can you reward
customers? There are infinite possibilities all you have to do is
exercise your imagination. For example, some coffee shops
bring you a free chocolate or biscuit when you order a hot
beverage. I have noted some restaurants bring you a shot of
alcohol when you sit down at the table on arrival. Dentists and
doctors (and other medical professionals) can give sweets, hot
and cold drinks and even give away samples of goodies (which
don’t even have to paid for because they will be promoting
other brands).
Some companies offer a more formal approach to rewarding
customers. Memberships and membership cards are a great
idea to attract and retain customers. However your
membership rewards would fair well to do the following: make
sure your rewards are really seen as valuable by your customers (update all the time), make sure that it is easy to claim the
rewards and this is not an irritating process. Make sure that the
reward process is efficient and effective - I recall a time that I
received a reward voucher late in the mail that had already
expired, you can imagine my satisfaction (!) The message is
clear reward your customers more and they will want to do
more business.
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Relationship

&

Follow Thru
One of the interesting things about a business relationship is
that it can still be very personal. Just because you are
operating a business does not mean that you should treat
customers poorly. The Oxford English Dictionary describes a
relationship as the state of being connected, associated and an
emotional association between two people. What many
businesses don't get is that in many (many!) cases, people are
not these emotion-less creatures that are just looking to fulfil a
need purely on a functional level. People want to have a
positive experience in every interaction they have with your
business. From the way they are greeted and acknowledged,
to the way they are listened to, to the way the product gets
delivered to the way they feel about themselves using your
product or service. This is what leads to becoming preferred
and recommended.
That is why in today's day and age it's all about building
mutually valuable long term relationships. It has been my
observation that many businesses either don't get this concept
or simply choose to ignore it (at their own peril). This is so
unnecessary because building relationships with customers
can be so rewarding for both your customers and your staff.
And, it costs you virtually no money. Ok so what are the criteria
that make up good relationships? Open and honest
communication,
quality,
consistency,
reliability
and
trustworthiness, free gift and appreciation, sincerety and
decency, excitement and thrill, apologizing when doing wrong
and learning from mistakes. Interestingly, you will notice that
many of the factors that have been listed above are key
headings in this journal. This is because the whole point of
becoming preferred and recommended is building lasting and
mutually valuable relationships.
I suggest that any business that learns to build effective
relationships with customers (even if they are not that intimate)
will achieve success because customers will feel valued and
will want to continue to do business with you. Many businesses
tend to forget to follow thru. This means that when the sale is
made that isn’t the end. Contacting the customer to ensure
satisfaction, sending a free gift, inviting the customer to give
feedback, keeping in touch and building and enhancing the
relationship will go a long way for future business.
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“What many businesses don't get is that in
many cases, people are not these

emotionless creatures that are just looking to
fulfil a need purely on a functional level”

Relationship Checklist
Do you know what kind of relationship
your customers expect of you?
Do you want to build relationships
with your customers?
Do you plan the manner you are going
to build your customer relationships
by examining all the areas of your
customer experience?
Do you know which areas you need to
improve upon in your relationship
skills?
Do your staff understand how to
build relationships with customers?
Do your staff actively turn customers
off
by
violating
relationship
principles?
Are you consistent throughout your
customer experience?
Does your business have integrity?
Does your business have an open line
of communication?
Do customers love you?
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Innovation

Remarkability

“Anything that makes customers want
to say ‘wow, cool or how amazing’ is

considered the remarkability factor. ”

Innovation & Remarkability
Checklist
Do you actively go out of your way to
make yourself stand out from the rest
of the competition?
Does Innovation and remarkability
feature in your organizations mission
and values statements?
Are
your
staff
encouraged
to
contribute ideas for improvement and
innovation?
Do you have teams across your
organization that solely focus on
innovation and customer experience
improvement and delight?
Do
you
encourage
active
collaboration within and across your
business to get people to work
together?
Do you have a focus on how your
competitors and new entrants into the
market are innovating?
Do you actively look at market trends
and build possible future scenarios?
Do you have strategies in place that
would
help
you
become
more
remarkable?
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Innovation is often misrepresented and over complicated in
research, books and articles. It is really not that complicated to
define and I have discovered a perfectly simple and concise
definition. In their brilliant book Innovation Training Ruth Ann
Hattori and Joyce Wycoff describe Innovation as ‘People
implementing new ideas that create value’. I would only add
that the value needs to be commercial from a business
perspective. Innovation can occur in products and services,
processes and business models. Different areas and business
units have different functions but innovation methodology can
be applied to any area that looks to not only continuously
improve but also identify new realms of possibility and value.
Why is innovation mentioned here in this journal? Because it is
a key competency of the creative age, as Tom Peters refers to
it. Because there are so many businesses out there doing so
many similar if not the same things it has become
astronomically important to identify ways to differentiate
yourself - in other words to be remarkable. The Oxford English
Dictionary describes remarkable as worth noticing, unusual
and exciting. Because we are living in an over branded world
the only way to be noticed nowadays is to become remarkable.
In his books, Seth Godin often refers to remarkability as the
new core skill for businesses. His book Purple Cow is the
epitome of this analogy.
So what should your businesses be doing to become
remarkable? The answer is the active pursuit of remarkability.
Innovation (especially in business) is the never ending journey
of uncovering and growing value. Practically this means that
you need to look at your current customer experience and
identify areas where you can revolutionize the industry and
stand out. This could be with your product offering, your
packaging, the manner in which you sell, the way you approach
customer, your location look and feel, the rituals you undertake
to entertain customers or the free gift. Anything that makes
customers want to say ‘wow, cool or how amazing’ is
considered the remarkability factor. So the message here is
simple: go out of your way to stand out from the crowd in a way
that is valuable to customers and you will become preferred
and recommended, to do this you need to make innovation,
collaboration and creativity part of your organization.
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experience innovation.
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